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Wind loads on low-rise

of the art

Historically, wind.loads on low-rise buildings have not
received the attention they deserve when the relatively large

investment in such structures is considered. Furthermore,
much of the cunently available research data were obtained
from model tests before the importance of correctly simu-
lating the atmospheric boundary layer was widely appreci-
ated. During the past 20 years, very few projects have

considered the low-rise problem using correct simulation
techniques, or through direct full-scale measurements.
This is discussed in references I and 2 which include some
insight into the historical development of the field.

ln fact, much of the early research into wind loading was

concerned with low-rise buildings. Amongst the earliest
wind tunnel tests performed were the experiments by
lrminger in the 1890s on small models of gabled houses,
as described by Jensen.3 It is interesting to note that some
of the early ideas have stood the test of time. As early as

1884, Bakera stated that the mean wind pressure on a large
area must be less than that on a small area because 'threads
of the currents moving at the highest velocity will strike an

obstruction successively rather than simultaneously'. In his
notable experiments during the early stages of the design
of the Forth Bridge Baker ectation
finding that the pressures 00 ftz
in area were some S}Voles 1.5 ft2
in area. ln 1924 Stanton6 invented a wind pressure recorder
to use for averaging pressures measured at different points
for large areas.

Between the wars, several countries undertook system'
atic studies of the aerodynamic pressure coefficients on
building shapes in wind tunnels. Some of these studies
were extremely thorough such as those in Russia by
Bounkin and TcheremoukhinT who ca¡ried out systematic
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experiments on the magnitude and distribution of wind
loads on various types of houses and established stability
criteria. In Denmark.lrminger and Nokkentved4e exten-
sively studied the wind pressure distribution on models of
buildings of various strapes and sizes, and the development
of flow around them. They realized the importance of
internal pressures and attempted systematic measurements
for different building porosities for the fìrst time. The
results of Ackeret's studiesto are given in the Swiss

Normenrl and were included in the 1965 edition of the
Canadian National Building Code.12

However, the problem of wind loads on low-rise buildings
was highlighted by a few full-scale measurements. Bailevr3
was the fi¡st to carry out a full-scale experiment on a

railway car shed to determine wind pressures on buildings.
Although the records were made photographically and
were therefore instantaneous, the pressure tubes were long
and presumably damped out much of the higher frequency
fluctuations. Wind tunnel tests carried out in uniform
steady flow showed lower suctions and somewhat greater
pressures than those measured in full scale. Some years
later. Bailey and Vincentla undertook a new series of wind
tunnel experiments in boundary layer flow and their results
agreed considerably better with the full-scale data as has

been described by Davenport.rs Similar discrepancies
between full-scale and wind lunnel data measured under
uniform flow conditions have been noted by Arnstein and
Klemperer (in 1936) on the Akron Airship dock.ró

Experimental work on wind loads on low-rise buildings
was marred by the fact that the flow in the aeronautical
type wind tunnels or hydraulic water flumes, then in use,

did not adequately simulate the turbulent flow of the
natural wind and its velocity variation with height.
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Although several researchers had recognized this need,
the requirement was not asserted definitively until Jensenlt
proposed the 'model law for phenomena in natural wind'
in 1958. To achieve similarity, Jensen suggested that scaling
ofthe 'roughness length'(ze) of the ground surface in the
wind tunnel should be the same as that for the model itself.
He therefore roughençd the floor of the wind tunnel by
using a surface of suitably rough texture; corrugated card-
board, sandpaper, wood slats; depending on the full-scale
surface being considered. The series of full-scale and model
experiments, which he undertook to demonstrate the effect
of this scaling, showed that the uniform flow case produces
tadically different pressure distributions from full-scaIe
experiments but that the latter are in agreement with the
model tests for the equivalent Hf z¡ratio.

This paper aims to review the most recent activities in
the research of wind loads on low-rise buildings. Problems
of experirnental measurements and techniques applied will
be examined. When available, results appropriately formu-
lated for incorporation in standards and codes of practice
will be presented. Comparisons with full-scale measure-
ments. which provide 'benchmark data' for validation of
wind tunnel tests will be discussed. Finally, areas of
required additional research and analysis will be indicated.

Experimental methodologies

Wind loads on low-rise buildings can be determined from
full-scale tests or by modelling of pressures, both external
and internal, in a wind tunnel. Aeroelastic modelling is not
required since low-rise buildings have high natural fre-
quencies and are not expected to vibrate under wind action.
In several aspects, however, the determination of wind
loads on low-rise buildings is more difficult than in the case
of tall buildings. This is due to the variety of geometrical
conñgurations of these buildings and their surroundings and
to the increased turbulence and wind speed gradient to
which they are exposed because of their low height. Conse-
quently, the wind loading appears highly fìuctuating and
the dynamic effects imposed have to be carefully evaluated.

One of the fìrst problems encountered in wind tunnel
testing of low-rise buildings is the determination of geo-
metrical scale. The problem arises because the 'ideal scale',
i.e. the scale at which the wind structure in the wind tunnel
can be matched most closely to full scale, ranges between
ll2O0 and ll2000 in contemporary wind tunnels (using
naturally grown boundary layers)r8 and naturally this
results in building models of nearly matchbox size! This,
in turn, creates instrumentation problems and makes it
impossible to model the architectural details such as eaves,
parapets, etc. which play an important role in the wind
loading function. Two different methodologies have been
applied to the solution of the question of scale.

The fìrst methodologyrF2r attempts the simulation of
only the lower region of the atmospheric surface layer and
enrploys larger model scales, I :50 to I :100 say. By com-
paring full-scale and wind tunnel results, refe¡ence 2l
tentatively concludes that close simulation of the turbu-
lence intensity and development of a turbulence integral
scale at least as large as the largest model dimension are

required for proper simulation of the fluctuating wind
pfessu res.

The second methodology22 is based on Jensen's experi-
mentsrT'23 on similarity parameters for the wind tunnel
determination of mean pressures on models of houses.

Jensen found that a factor of 2 or 3 in the determination
of model height leads, under the worst possible conditions,
to a maximum error of lffioin the pressure measurements.
Jensen's work has been very extensive but results are
restricted to scaling eft'ects on mean pressure coefficients
only. The procedure described in reference 22 was to test
similar models of low-rise buildings at different geometrical
scales with the same terrain surface roughness length. The
smallest scale employed comes closest to matching the wind
characteristics of the wind tunnel with the full-scale con-
ditions. Results are consistent with Jensen's findings
indicating that a factor of 2 in the geometrical scale leads to
small and rather conservative discrepancies for both mean
and fluctuating pressure conìponents. In contrast, larger
factors (e.g. 5) in the geometrical scale appear to introduce
new phenomena near the edges of buildings which are
unrepresentative of the smallest correct scale case. Never-
theless, more work is required for the understanding of the
relaxation of scaling parameters.

Local pressures are measured in models of low-rise
buildings in the same way as in models of tall buildings.
Short duration peak loads acting over the tributary area
of interest are generally required for design. For loads over
larger areas (as opposed to pressures at local points), a

simple economical method has been developed.ã The tech-
nique consists of pneumatically averaging the pressures
from a number of taps connected in a carefully controlled
fashion through a multi-input manifold to a pressure
transducer. The transducer then reads the instantaneous
spatially-averaged pressure acting on the area associated
with the pressure tap locations. This method yields very
good results as has been found through comparisons with
results obtained by large flush diaphragm transducers.2s

A limitation in the measuremenr of area loads is the
finite grid effect which arises through the inherent assump-
tion that the pressure measured at a point applies over the
entire tributary area of that point (lfú of the area in an

1y' point symmetric grid). In fact this assumption breaks
down Íor the highest frequency components of the load.
Thus. although the reduction in overall load on an area due
to the difference in correlation or phase from one point
to the next is correctly estimated, the contribution of the
highest irequency pressures which, in lact, are not even

correlated over the area associated with a single grid point
is overestimated. This effect has been examined in detail2s
and has been found to be very small and conservative for
typical low-rise building geometries.

A different technique for area load measurements has

been used by Marshallø in his full-scale measurements of
wind loads on low-rise buildings. Individual pressure trans-
ducers are used for each pressure tap located in the area of
interest and their outputs are summed electronically after
they have been multiplied by appropriate weighting factors
to account for the various sizes of the tributary area erch
tap represents. For irregular transducer spacing, the choice
of these weighting factors is somewhat subjective. but in
any case it is implied that all pressure fluctuations sensed

at a point by a transducer act with equal intensity over the
entire surface area assigned to the transducer. The main
disadvantage of this methodology is the high cost of
instrumentation because of the large number of pressure

transducers required for accurate evaluation of wind
loading.

A similar method has been used in another full-scale
experiment for the measurement of instantaneous wind
load acting on a flat square roof.27 Four load cells (instead
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of pressure transducers) have been placed at the corners of
the roof and their output signals are instantaneously
averaged through a summing junction box. The average
load is amplified and recorded on a magnetic tape.

More recently, another procedure has been used in com-
bination with the pneumatic averaging technique to
increase its potential and make possible the measurement
of other structural loading comþonents, such as bending
moments,^shear forces, etc. This is the computer weighting
technique28(see Figure /). The model design is suchihat 

-

the entire bay load is approximated by eight 'purlin loads'
on the roof and two 'wall loads'. The required combination
of these loads depends on the end purpose. Any combina-
tion can be written in the form:

r0
a,: I Y,,r¡

i=t
ylere P¡ are purlin and wall loads for a bay and Iy¡ are
influence factors required to provide the generalizéd bay
lo,ad of interest B¡. For example one set of Y¡¡, j : I to
10, would give total uplift force; another total bay shear;
another bending moment in the frame at the knee, etc.
A specialized computer program may perform this sum-
mation 'on-line'. This technique (with minor differences)
has also been used for measurements of generalized load
coefficients in models appropriate to simulate both external
and internal pressures.2e A simplified pressure tap array for
purlin and wall loads was used and the differences of the
external and inrernal pressures, de¡ived by using both sides
of the transducers with appropriate calibration, were
sampled by the digital compurer and multiplied by the
influence factors to provide the total bay load coefficients
81 as before.
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- The duration of the peak load action is a significant
factor affecting structural behaviour. For example, the
collapse load for steel frames increases substantially if the
time of application of the load decreases.3o However, the
assessment of the magnitude of the highest wind gusts
whose action lasts for a small fraction of a second is diffi-
cult because of experimental limitations. In fact, pressure
measurement systems used in most wind tunnels suitable
for building aerodynamics testing respond to pressure
fluctuations on the model of the order of 100 Hz or more
with negligible attenuation or distortion. For typical
length and velocity scales, this corresponds to averaging
tirnes of roughly a second full scale. This appears to be a
reasonable averaging time for most design purposes. peak
pressure coefficients based on shorter durations are higher
than those based on one-second intervals. This was shown,

magnitude of the collapse load depends also on the
properties of the materials, the structural systems and
the construction techniques used, further research is
required to evaluate the possible need fo¡ measuring peak
loads averaged over intervals shorter than a second and to
develop suitable laboratory techniques for measuring such
loads. More experimental methodologies and procedures
can be found in reference 32.

Experimental results and discussion

Aerodynamic loads applied on the roof and the walls of a

low building are determined by the interaction of wind
flow with the surface of the building. This interaction
depends primarily on the geometry of the building and the
flow characteristics. Deflection and acceleration of the
wind over the roof and along the side walls of a building
produces negative pressures, i.e. suctions on the roofing
system and all but the windward wall. It is well known
that the wind flow passing over a building can be divided
into an outer region where there is no essential influence
from the viscosity and a wake region characterized by the
enerçy dissipation which takes place due to the action ol
viscosity. Although the flow is turbulent, the time average
flow is irrotational upstream and far downstream but
strong vorticity appears in the wake where the velocity
and, consequentlv. the pressure distribution become
complicated. A possible reattachment of the flow on the
building surfaces, depending on the curvature of the
streamlines at separation points may create a different
picture with a subsidiary zone of high vorticity and
suctions.

The modification of the general wind flow determined
by a large-scale pressure field creates a new local unsteady
flow regime with the addition of small-scale turbulence.
Small eddies are superimposed on larger ones with the
result that wind speeds and pressures vary greatly from
place to place and from moment to moment. High suctions
appear along the edges of walls and the roof. With wind at
45'to the face of the building there will be a pair of strong
conical vortices from the apex travelling along the con-
current edges. Very high suctions are, therefore. developed
at the roof verges close to the roof corner.

Determination of wind loads requires knowledge of
mean wind speed with its averaging time and probability
of occurrence, terrain characteristics and design pressuÌe
coeffìcients. Wind pressures acting on low-rise buildings
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can be calculated using the code format:

P = [pV|C"Co /
in which I/is the wind speed, p is the air density, C" is the
exposure factor and Co the appropriate pressure coefficient
including gust effects (design value). Experimental data
on wind loads acting on area,4 are usually presented in
this convenient pressure or force coefficient form
(Pl(lpl,') or Fl(lpV2A)), whereas detaits abour the
exposure (terrain roughness, etc.) are given separately.
Attention is required when comparing experimental results
from various studies to be certain that the reference wind
speeds (I/) correspond to similar heights and averaging
times, or special corrections have to be made.

In the following paragraphs, recent data of wind pressure
coefficients measured for low-rise buildings are reviewed
and characteristic trends are discussed. Studies carried out
at either full scale or in boundary layer wind tunnels which
simulate the atmospheric flow have been considered. It
must be clearly stated that very few studies have addressed
the problem of wind loads on low-rise buildings with a
variety of parameters and confìgurations. The majority of
studies have examined the wind loads on a single building
of a particular configuration. Consequently, the task of
generalizing the results becomes extremely difficult.

Effect of geometrical parameters

Effect oflenglr. It has been suggested33 that roof
pressure coefficients have little dependence on length of
buildings for length-to-width (Ll W) ratìos between l 2
and 2.0. This has also been foundil fo¡ even highet LllU
ratios (up to 2.4) with the addition that pressures are
consistently smaller on the longer walls than on the shorter
walls. Figure 2 shows some results taken from reference 35
regarding mean pressure coefficients on block-type
buildings. As is clearly indicated for low-rise buildings, i.e.
for small height-to-width ratios, the length effect is insig-
nificant for all length-to-width ratios from 1.0 to 3.0.

Effect of heighr. Although wind loads increase with the
height of a building. it has been founds that the depen-
dence of peak, mean and root-mean-square pressure
coefficients on height can be reduced considerably by
referencing them to the velocity pressure at eave height.
The data given in Figurc 2, however, suggest a rather
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Figure 2 Mean pressure coefficients for various regions of
rectangulôr buildings (after rsfsrence 34)
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Figure 3 Wind flow patterns over roofs (after reference 36)

consistent small increase of mean pressure coefficients for
flat roof areas referenced to roof height. But the extensive
data on mean pressure coeffìcients presented in reference
23 lend to support the hypothesis of weak dependence of
pressure coefficients on height.

Effect of roof slope. Nl studies of wind loads on low-
rise buildings agree that roof slope is a very significant
parameter for both magnitude and distribution of wind
loads. This is certainly expected since the roofslope is the
major factor determining the wind flow pattern above a
roof. Reference 36 has examined mean and root-mean-
square values of pressure coefficients acting on low
buildings of three different roof angles (0" ,22.5o and 45' )
and has concluded that the high suctions appearing at the
edges and corners of flat roofs decrease for the 22.5" roof
and disappear on the 45o roof. Regarding the windward
wall pressures, they have been found to be independent of
roof slope.

Vickery3? examined four low-rise buildings with roof
angles of 0",6", 12" and 22". He found that for the 0o and
6o cases the pressure distribution is essentially continuous
across the ridge; at 12'there is a marked change at the
ridge and the pressure coefficient immediately behind the
ridge is similar to that at the leading edge but falls away
rapidly towards the trailing edge;and at22",the leewa¡d
pressure coefficient is roughìy constant. The observed
distributions have been explained by Vickery with refer-
ence to the sketches of the shear layers shown in Figure 3.
At very low roof slopes. the flow separates at the leading
edge and then reattaches and remains attached over the
ridge and through to the trailing edge. At intermediate
roof slopes, the flow reattaches on the windward slope but
separates again at the ridge before reattaching on the
leeward siope. At steep slopes, the flow does not reattach
after separation at the ridge and thc leeward slope is in a

region of constant pressure. Vickery also suggested that
for higher structures, the flow would not reattach.

Stathopoulos has reached similar conclusions by exam-
ining flat roofs2s and three different roof slopes, I ;12,
4:12and t2:12.Y In particular, it was found that the
4 : l2 roof is subjected to significantly higher mean and
peak suction coeffìcients for edge and ridge regions than
the other roof slopes. It has also been pointed out that
several standards fail to specify high suction loads for ridge
regions of intermediate roof slopes. Edge corners of the
12:12roof were found under large peak suctions and root-
mean-square pressure coeffici ents were significantly higher
for steeper roofs. More data on the effect of roof slope are
included in ret-erences 38 and 39.

Effect of wind direuion
The drastic effect of wind azimuth on the magnitude

and distribution of wind pressures has been shown
in almost all studies of wind effects on low-rise
bu il din gs. ¿ æ, 2s,27' 3r,13'!4'4H 5 Fi gtrre 4, taken from re fer-
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ence 45, shows a typical varialion of maxirnum, minimum,
mean and root-mean-square piéssure coefficient (refer'
enced to eave height) for a roof Pressure tap. Considering"

that wind loading varies so much for each pbint of ¡he
building envelope for the various azimuths, the fact that
generally no detailed analysis of the wind climate is
carried out for the selected location of a low-rise building
and also that the designers ofmost prefabricated low
buildings do not know in advance the actual building
orientaiion on site, it has been suggestedv that the worst

loads that would occur, regardless of wind direction, should

be considered for design. However, such design would
obviously involve considerable conservatism.

In order to reduce the above-mentioned conservatism

and establish design pressure coeffìcients on a realistic

basis, some detailed probabilistic analysis must be carried

out. A preliminary step towards this direction has been

takenfr and it was suggested that the designated coefficient
for design could be established at 8O% of the maximum
measured value. The adoption of this percentage was not
the result of any exact calculation but was based on several

considerations which collectively suggest a weighting factor
of at least this order. ln any case, this adoption is still
arguable and may be considered as tentative awaiting some

detailed reliability analysis.
An alternate approach based on a fully'probabilistic

design method has been suggested.a? The method consists

of the integration of value distribution of loading coeffi-

¡O
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cients obtained in wind tunnels or full scale for various
wind directions. This approach cannot apply, however, if
,the extreme-value analysis of directional wind data is not
available.

18ff 
", 

of tenain roughness "
, It is well known {hat wind pressures on buildings are

affected by ground roughness, but this effect is feit much' rnore on low-rise buil.dings, which are almost invariably
immersed in the surrounding objects and the high turbu-
lence. Rougher terrain generally alters the breakdown of
the loading towards more dynar.nic and less static loading.
Also. the rougher'the,terrain, the larger the magnitude of
the pressure coefficients. This is particularly true of peak
coefficients, reflecting the increased gustiness over the
rougher terrain which is not accounted for by the mean
eave height referênce speeds. Some standards and building
codes of practice utilize a gust speed related to renain
roughness to calculate gust loads in order to compensate
for this effect. Figure 5 shows the terrain roughness effect
on mean pressure coefficients measured on the roof and the
walls of a model of a low-rise building.

It should be noted that. although the peak pressure
coefficients measured for rougher terrain are generally
larger, this does not necessarily imply that the peak wind
loads themselves are larger than those for the smoother
terrain. This is so, because the velocity pressure at eave
height is smaller over a rough terrain than over a smooth
terrain for the same storm (same gradient wind speed)
conditions. This alleviation is not currently recognized in
most standards and codes of practice for the design of
low-rise buildings. Nevertheless, the peak loads are generally
less in built-up exposures.

ElÍcct of tributary drea: area loods

The influence of tributary area on the determination of
pressure loads has been found to be very significant. The
first experiments to quantify this effect for peak wind
loads acting on low-rise buildings were reported in the
I 970s. Reference 25 reports a significant alleviation of the
total peak pressure load acting on flat'roof areas in conr-
parison with the average of instantaneous extreme
pressures acting on a numbe¡ of points inside those areas.

Kim and Mehta2Tverified the findings of reference 25

through a full-scale experlment. In Australia, Vickery3T
also reported that his experimental investigations of wintl-
induced loads on a hangar roof confirmed the signifìcant
overestimation of area loads if derived by a combination
of independent extreme component loads without con-
sidering the non-simultaneity of their occurrence. Marshallæ
carried out full-scale measurements of wind loads on a

mobile home and found reductions of peak pressure

fluctuations occurring in various areas as indicated in
Table l. These reductions have been determined by com-
paring results of multiple-point analysis (providing true
area pressures) with average values based on single-point
results. It is obvious from Table 1 that the reductions of
peak pressures depend not only on the size oi the tributarv
areas but also on their location.

A detailed experimental study of the tributary area

effect in the wind loading of low-rise buildingss concludes
that the very high instantaneous suctions encountered
locally on roof surfaces, particularly near eaves and
corners, are reduced considerably if a tributary area
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Table I Reduction of peak pressures for various tributary areas
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representative of'a roof or wall panel is considered.
A typical example of this effect is shown in Figure 6,

for roof corners of'I :12 roof-sloped buildings for which
nrost codes and standârds suggest very high suctions.
Six different diagrams cortespond to three different
building heights and two different corner sizes. Each
diagram sht¡ws several measures of the load. Instantaneous
peak suction 0oefficients are plotl{gainst wind direc-
tion for the four individual pressure taps indicated, i.e.
lO0, 179,180 and l8l for the smaller corner (0.lw x 0.1w,
where w:80ft is the width of the building) and93,94,
100 and l0l for the large corner (0.25w x 0.25w). The
true spatially-averaged suction coeflìcient is also given
together with the arithmetic mean of the non-simultaneously
registered peaks. The reduction from the loads indicated
by the individual peaks is most signifìcant for the smaller
roof corner and for the most critical wind directions. It has
also been found that for steeper roofs, the area load reduc-
tjon becomes more significant at the ridge corner rather
than at the verge roof corner. Data shown in Figure 7 for
two terrain roughnesses also clearly indicate the reduction
of pcak load coefficients for areas of constant size at
different roof locations. The closer to the roof edge the
area is, the more the alleviation effect appears, at least for
the c¡itical wind directions examined. Tributary areas of
various structural elements in different locations and con-
figurations have also been considered and efl'ecrive peak
values of several generalized loads have been determined.
All integrated loads (vertical uplifi forces, horizontal
thrusts and bending moments) acting on the building
structural frames show appreciable effects of'spatial
averaging of the dynamic forces.
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o"

together. Reference 50, however, deals with this effect
through experiments on l: l2 roof-sloped models with two
different eave widths exposed to two terrain roughnesses.

Figure 8 shows some characteristic results of the latter
study regarding peak uplift coefficients acting on eave

corners. lt is interesting to note that the maximum total
uplift coefficients are slightly higher (and for some azimuths
even lower) than the suction coefficients loading the upper
eave surface. This is attributed to the low positive pressure

acting underneath the l0 ft eave due to the building corner
together with a favourable correlation ofloads acting on
the two eave surfaces. These results show the amount of
conservatism involved when the upper bound load coef-
ficient, which is derived by simple subtraction of the data
for the worst cases measured independently for upper and
lower surfaces. is considered.

Table 2 compares the extreme local pressure coefficients
reported fronl measurements on upper and lower eave
surfaces. Despite the fact that there were geometrical and
minor terrain roughness differences between these studies,
data show a fair agreement; the higher values of reference
45 may be attributed to the higher 'eave width over
building width' ratio. Nevertheless, more data are required
to increase conhdence in the reported values.

Pørapets: The effect of parapets on the magnitude and
distribution of pressure coefficients on low-rise buildings
has been a controversjal subject. Reference 5 I concludes
that, for flat ¡oofs. parapets do not have any effect on the
mean roof loading. This is in contrast to previous results
from studies carried out in uniform flow conditions.
Davenport and Surry2have tested the effect ol parapets
(parapet height/roof height :0.083) on mean and peak
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Figure 7 Peak suction coefficients on roof square areas of constant
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EJfcct oJ' architec tural fearures
Mullions, eaves (overhangs- canopies). paraPets, balconies

a¡ld different edge profìles are representative types of
alchitectural features which aflect the wind flow in the
building proximity and may generalìy modify the wind
pressure coefficients for low-rise buildings. From the
fbllowurg. it will become apparent that a limited amount
of inf orrnarion is available u,ith respect to the influence
of architectural 1èatures and that ntuch research work is
still required on thc sub¡ect.

Mulliotts: There is no infìrrmation available about the
effect of mullions on low-rise buiJdings. Two studiesas'ae

deal with the effect ó1'mullions on tall buildings. Despite
the scaling difficulties encountered. it has been found that
the mullion effects dcpend greatly on the overall building
geometry. ln general. mean and fluctuating pressures

decrease in the presence ol mullions. whereas some increase

has been noticed on buililing sides where reattachment
occurs.

Eaves (overhangs-canopies/: ln the assessment of wind
loads on roofs. the effect of eaves is sometimes overlooked.
Hr.¡wever. windward eaves are severelv loaded, since the
dellccted flow from the windward wall gives rise to a

pressure on the lower eave surface, which reinforces the
high suction of the upper eave surface immediately after
separation. Only a limited amount of information is avail-
able on the subject.

Reference 40 examined local pressures on upper and
lower eave surlaces and has concluded that pressures

underneath the overhangs can account lo¡ 5OG/a ofthe total
wind load acliug on the overhangs. Reference 33 reports
that the presence or absence of eaves does not influence
the magnrtude of the pressures a great deal, whereas

reference 45 recognizes that cornbining negative peak values

on the top with the positive peak values under the eave is
somewhat conservative since peak values do not occur

( ) Lower surloce tops 2

Lower- uPper surloce

Figure I Peak suction coefficients on eave corner areas using
¡nstantaneous (-) and noninstantaneous (---) spatial
averaging -1'.12¡oof slope, 16ft high building, perimeter€avos,
op€n country exposure
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Table 2 Extreme local pressure coefficients for upper and lourer
eave surfaces

Roof
angle
(')

Eave width Extreme pr€ssure coefficients
Ref

building width Upper surface Lower surface number

Wind loads on low-riæ þuildings: state of the art: T. Sathopoulos

7y
H=1584>

113
10

5
5

+ 1.60
+2.82
+2.O7
+1.62

o.1 1

0.17
0.06
o.12

-3.50
-5.04
-3.01
-3.25

40
46
50
50

pressures acting on flat ¡oofs. Their data show that, in
the presence of parapets, local mean suction loads acting
on roofs become worse, particularly for oblique wind
di¡ections. The general level of peaks, however, \ryas not
substantially changed. When castellated parapets were

used, both mean and peak local loads were also increased,

but not by so much.
Higher parapets (parapet height/eave height : 0.125-

0.250) have also been tested,s2 and although the results
agree generally with the previous studies, some recent
analysis of the data has revealed some reduction of the
local highest roof suctions. Mean roof suctions are some-

what lower with the exception of the roof corners for
which the parapets induce very high mean suctions and

strong correlation of the local loads. This is also supported
by the experimental results of the study described i¡l
reference 53. There has been no stutly, to the author's
knowledge, regarding wind loading on parapets themselves.

Balconies: Figure 9, taken from relèrence 35, shows the
effect of balconies on roof mean þressure coefficients
measured under open country conditions. For square

buildings rogf pressure coefficients increase with the
number of balconies, particularly ìn the corner regions.
The opposite trend appears for rectangular buiìdings.
Results are presented for 45o wind direction only and the
geometrical characte¡istics of the balconies are lìxed.
Additional work appears necessary in this area.

Different edge profrles: Reference 54 has been unique in
describing an experinrental study of wi¡ld pressure distri-
butio¡r on flat roofs with different edge profiles. Both mean

and peak pressures have been found to be lower when the
edge of a flat roof is rounded in elevation. This occurs for
all wind directions and is more pronounced for greater

rounding. Results, howevet, may be Reynolds number
dependent. Unfortunately, no other ¡esearch investigations
are available on the topic.

Effect oî lørge nearby structures

It is pertinent to determine how the pressure load distri-
bution on a building may change when a new structure (or

structures) is built in its neighbourhood. Obviously this is
a complex problem, even for a single additional building,
since there are a large number of wind loading interaction
parameters, including the size of the two buildings. their
relative positions and the wind direction. A literature
review indicates that little information is available on this
critical subject. In fact, the bulk of information used for
code lormulation of the wind loads on buildings is based

on model tests of free-standing structures.
There are various reasons which appear to justify the

adoption of this simple testing procedure for routine

- 
L/8.1

- L/B =3

No bolcon¡es

N
Ø

Figure 9 Mean pressure coeff icients on f lat roofs -effect of
balconies (after reference 35)

investigations. First, it is not possible to anticipate alì the
environmental conditions to which a particular structure
type may eventually be subjected and second, according to
a widely held notion. the wind loading of a building is
expected to be generally less severe if it is surrounded by
other structures than when it is free-standing.

It is this last reason which becomes arguable, since
several studies in both uniform and simulated atmospheric
flows have shown quite adverse effects. Peterka and
Cermakss studied the effect ol four octagonal nearby
structures on the pressures on the circumference of a

central circular structure. They found that adverse effects
can be encountered depending on the relative placement
ol structures in the approaching wind. These effects may be
decreased by introducing variations in building geometries.
A more systematic study has been reported by Zambrano
et al.% on wind load interaction on an adjacent building.
A series of tests were made to determine pressures on a

principal building by varying the height of an obstructing
building, the distance between buildings and the wind
direction. Adverse effects, found in a f'ew cases, were small.

This building interaction effect has also been stuciied for
wind loads on low-rise buildings. Vickery3T measured
pressures on a low-rise building modei while placing it in
va¡ious positions anìong other buildings of the sanre height.
He found that, in all cases, the effect of otlrer buildings in
the neighbourhood was sheltering and pressures were
dec¡eased for the building examined. Reference 57 also
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reports that mean drag coefficients of low-rise buildings
are lower when these are part of a large group of similar
buildings. Holmes and Best,ss however, measured some 

,

adverse effects on mean pressure coefficients of grouped
houses. lsyumov and Davenport5e found that wind
pressures induced on low-rise buiìdings located at the base
of the CN Tower in Toronto were significantly influenced
by the presence of the tower. Peak suctions were found to
be much higher than values usually associated with low-rise
buildings in an urban environment.

The above results can be explained when the boundary
layer flow around high-rise buildings is conside¡ed. The
pressure on the front face of a building decreases down-
wards due to the decreasing velocity in the boundary layer.
Consequently, the pressure gradient induces a downward
flow which can result in substantial velocities (and pres-

sures) at lower levels. This has been described by Bainesóo
and maj result in adverse effects to nearby low-rise
buildings. The clearance between high-rise and low-rise is
a significant factor for these adverse effects. It appears that
a clearance at least two or three times the high-rise building
width is necessary to avoid c¡itical interaction.

In a recent study6l pressure coefficients found lor an
isolated low-rise building were compared with values
measured under similar condilions with a single nearby
structure located in various positions. The nearby structure
was a 250ft high building, 125 ft x 125 ft in plan view.
Results for three different building positions presented in
Figure 10 indicate amplification factors for the peak
suction coefficients measured along one edge of the low
roof. The low-rise building considered is 32ft high and
has a l: l2 roof slope. As may be easily observed, a sig-
nificant amplification of roof peak suction coefficients
occurs in cases A and B whereas a sheltering effect is
noticed in case C.

Generally, it appears that a major nearby structure may
cause significant adverse effects on the loading of a iow-rise
building when the major structure is significantly different
from its surroundings. It would be expected, however. that
increasing the number of nearby structures of significant
size would be less serious and would, in the limit of a

built-up city, lead to net shielding effects.
The cornplexity of the problem indicates that, with the

present state-of-the-art, it would be extremely difficult to
treat this nearby building situation with any degree of
generalitv. At present, for building code purposes, this
problem could be treated by providing a warning of
possible adverse situation and allowing local building
officials to require the use of higher loads when circum-
stances warrant them.
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Effect of internal prcssures

lnternal pressures have traditionally received much less

attention than external pressure despite the fact that,
partìcularly fo¡ low-rise buildings, internal pressures can
be a significant proportion of the total loading. For the
structural designer, it is irnportalìt to account for the
internal prcssures f or all likely conditions of permeability
and wall openings. Furthermore, a precise description of
the net load requires the knowledge ol'correlation between
external and internal pressures.

Two detailed experimental studies2e'ó2 have been
reported recently on internal pressures of low-rise buildings
induced by wind. Parameters examined include the building
porosity and the effect of wall openings. The results of

o o1 0.2 03 0.4 0.5
y/w

Figure 10 Variation of peak suction coefficients for various nearby
structu re locations

these studies are in fair agreement and can be summarized
as follows:

(i) Internal pressures fluctuate significantly, but their
ove¡all magnitudes are generally less than those of the local
external pressures. The overall gust factor, the ratio of the
peak pressure to the mean, is roughly two in open country
exPosufe.
(ii) The fluctuations in internal pressure show little or no
spatial variation except in regions close to dominant
openlngs.
(iii) A high correlation between external and internal
pressures has been found, particularly for the component
of pressure participating in the overall structural loading.
Computation of peak pressure difference between external
and internal local pressures by subtracting the peak values
of the two measured separately only overestimates by
l0 lo 20%. Typical data appear in Figure 1/ for equal
windward and leeward wall openings (21 .6%;).
(iv) The largest internal pressures occur when the wind
direction is perpendicular to the wall with dominant
openlngs.
(v) When the dominant openings are to the lee of the
structure and the windward wall is closed, the internal
pressures are generally negative and are not very sensitive
to the size of wall openings or to the background porosity.
(vi) For windward openings, although internal pressure
coefficients are generally positive, cases with high back-
ground porosity combined with small openings produce
zeto or slightly negative coefficients. For wall openings of
signilicant size (more lhan 2U7o of the wall area) the
internal pressure coefficients become essentially indepen-
dent of the background porosity. The lower the background
porosity, the smaller the necessary size of the wall opening
needed to make the internal pressure coefficients insensitive
to fu¡ther increases of the wall opening. Typical results for
extreme, mean and rms internal pressure coefficients are
shown in Figure I2 lor a I : 250 scaled building, with plan

I
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either the porosity or the openings on the building
env€lope when large flows are not permitted throùgh tn.
building. The latter has also been noticed by Kandõlaó:.
and by Surry ef al.e in some recent experiments.

One of the major problems encountered in the deter-
mination of internal pressures acting on low-rise build¡n¡
is associated with the building porosity ratios. First, ir r
very difficult to measure or even to estimate actual
building permeabilities since they vary significantly ever
for the same type of buildings. Tamuia6s'measured air
leakages through six different one. or two_storev houses
in Can_ad-a. From his reported results. an overall porosii
up to 0.09% has been calculated, atthough this permeahÈ
ratio does not include leakages through doo¡s and winooF
Newberry and Eaton66 suggest porosily ratios of rhe orsr
of 0.01-0.1% or more, as for instanc e 0.2% for the stus.
of Royex House6T in England. An atl hoc survey amon¡
seÍeral members of the Met rl Building Manufaóturers
Association in the USA suggested typical values of abou,
Q.5% for metal buildings without windows.2e For builrr¡n
with windows, it rrvas estimated that the porositv wouiri :.
as large as 1.0 to 3.0%, although tlese uiper bounds ar:
likely to significantly decrease with incråásing awateneÊs .:

energy loses. FurtheÍnore, it is obvious tiraittre variou:
climatic conditions and construction techniques in difle:s
countries naturally yield a variety of'building permeabic-
¡atios.

The effect of internal pressures rn cavities such as thor-
under tiled roofs has been exanljncd recently,6s lt was
reported that an impermeablc backing to an air_permeåD:
cladding reduces the wind load on thé cladding. The
results of the study have been c<¡clified and submitted ¡.
the British Code of Practice. Additional experimentaJ
results on this effect are presented in referince 69.

Some analytical work has also been carried or¡r regarcrs
internal pressures of low-rise builclings. Reference ?0
develops a linear theory for the estimation of time reour:
for the transmission of pressures inside volumes partiajj.
enclosed. Reference 71 suggests an analyticaì method t.
the calculation of mean iniernal prcssures in low_rise
buildings with porosities and wall openings of differen:
sizes. Results compare well with rhc expeiimentally cie,.
mined coefficients. Finally, sum. ,..eni preliminary ro:
has been reportedu-x on the analytical prediction ot Dea
internal pressure coefficlents.

6 25
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Figure l2 Variation of intornal pressure co€ff¡c¡ents for various
poros¡t¡es and single wall openings

dimensions 312.5 ft x 200 ft and an eave height of 32ft
exposed in open count¡y terrain. The building has been
assumed with no end-wall opening and the wind blows
perpendicular to the wall with the openings.
(vii) Inertial effects of the air moving in and out of the
building may be sígnificant if a sudden change in external
pressure, such as that due to a window failure, occurs for
large openings,

The results of the above-mentioned studies show an
encouraging agreement with some limited data of mean
internal pressure coefficients reported in references 35 and
37. External pressure distributions appear unaffected by

Comparisons between laboratory and full_scale
measurements

There are only a few full-scalc measurements of winc
loads on low-rise buildings. These srudies have been canx-
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out by the National Bureau of Standards in the USA and
by the Building Research Establishment, in England.
Reference 42 reports on the comparison of wind pressures
measured on a single-family dwelling at Malmstrom Air
Force Base, Montana, and a l:50 scaled model of this
house tested in the wind tunnel of Colorado State Uni-
versity.{ Satisfactory agreement has been found between
model and full-scale spectra for both velocity and pressure

fluctuations. Mean and peak pressure coefficients, however,
appear underestimated from the wind tunnel tests; this
has been attributed to improper simulation of the variation
of turbulence intensity with height.

Reference 33 reports on the comparison of wind tunnel
pressure results obtained at Virginia State University for a

l:70 scale model of a test house at Quezon City, Philip-
pines. The building has a gable roof at an angle of l0o,
a height-to-width ratio of 0.43, a length-to-width ratio of
1.20 and perimetrical eaves with an eaveJength-to-building-
width ratio of 0.10. Despite some minor differences in the
model/full-scale correspondence, the ¡ms pressure coeffi-
cients measured agree fäirly well. Discrepancies fbund in the
mean and peak pressure coefficients have been attributed to
drifts contaminating the accuracy of full-scale data. How-
ever, the general comparison between full-scale and model
pressure coefficients has been described as remarkably good,

Some excellent full-scale measurements have been
performed at the full-scaie test house facility at Aylesbury,
L,ngland.3r The experiment has provided some of the most
sophisticated data available for this type of configuration.
They include both mean and fluctuating pressures add wind
data. Several wind-tunnel studies have attempted to repro-
duce the full-scaie results. Reference 33 has reported that,
for most cases, mean pressure coefficients from the Ayles-
bury data are larger in magnitude, as compared to the wind
tunnel results for almost geometrically similar structures.
References 75 and 76 also report some scatter in the com-
parison of the l:50 and l:100 scale models with full-scale
measurenlents. The scatter appears for both mean and
fluctuating pressure coefficients and has been largely
attributed to the internal scatter in the full-scale data.
It has also been reportedT6 that the modelling of hedges
present at the Aylesbuly site had little effect on the
profiles of mean velocity and turbulence intensity, and on
the neasure d pressure coefficients. The latter is in contrast
with reference 77 which. after detailed experimentation
of l :500 scale models in the University of Western Ontari<¡,
conoludes that rnodel results are generally in agreement
with full scale, if the surrounding terrain is adequately
modelled. ln fact, it is expected that model results would
be sensitive to terrain details for low houses submerged
iu the surface rouglrness. This has been confirmed through
further measurenrents?8 and has also been noticed in a

previous studyao in which the existence of a solid fence
upwind of a house has been found to decrease mean
pressures and increase peak pressures.

Figtre,l-? shows a typical comparison of model and
full-scale pressure coefficients. Here, the general trends
appear very good especially for the larger peak values.
Scatter increases. however, for skew wind angles. ln order
to determine how good a comparison can be expected,
F-ipre I4 shows a similar set of graphs for two full-scale
data runs under similar conditions. As can be obserVed, the
scatter is of similar order to that in Figure I3 . Pa¡t of this
scattcr is attributable to the natural variability in such
random data samples, part due to the variability in struc-
ture of the full-scale wind over and above that modelled in
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the wind tunnel (e.g. stability effects) and part due to
slight mismatches in such experimental parameters as

averaging times, record lengths, frequency bandwidths and
wind directions.

Finally, researchers at Oxford, England, have carried
out extensive comparisons not only between the Aylesbury
data and their orvn experinrental results, but also between
the various other wind tunnel experiments attempted to
reproduce the full-scale data.?e'e Detailed analysis of the
data has concluded that. despite the relatively good agree-
ment for the majority of the cases, some non-random
discrepancies exist. The most significant of these is the
excessive mean suction in all the small-scale experiments
near the windward edges of roof surfaces. It has been
suggested m that, although this may be a scale effect asso-
ciated with modified corner-separation characteristics in
the low Reynolds number experiments, some further study
should be made on the reliability of wind tunnel measure-
ments in these sensitive corner regions.

In general. all these comparisons have been valuable in
the assessment of the quality of the wind-tunnel data and
have shown the paths to be followed for the improvement
of simulation techniques and procedures for wind-tunnel
testing of low-rise buildings.

Codification of wind loads

The number of possible low-nse building geometries and
the complexity of the interaction of such buildings with
their environment preclude any precise definition of the
relevaut wind loads. The best that can be done is, perhaps,

to develop some simplified loading models which provide
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Some recent work has reported on full-scale measure_
ments of wind loads on glasshouses with multiple roofs.s2
Five different configurations have been examined and
results have been simplified into a codified fonnat. Data
are valid only for typical geometries of commercial
glasshouses.

A model of peak pressure coefficients for low,rise
buildlngs of simple geometry has been provideda6 as the
output of a large and selec_
tion.2e'3'óf This ed, in Figures
16 and I 7 and in from data

o1

o 01 c203040506
Record 432

Figure l4 Comparison of two records of full+cale pressure
coefficients for nominally similar conditions (afrer reference 77)

reasonable bounds on the likely loads, while still incor-
porating the maìor paraîìeters fourrd to be important in
various expcrimental studies. Taking intcl account the fäct
that the bulk of inf ormation used in the various standa¡ds
and codes of practice for the determination of wind loads
on low-rise buildings is based on experiments carried out
in smooth-flow tunnels. there is an urgent need to update
these standards on the basis ol the new available data, and
the engineering, considerations oI satety. economy and
simplicity. A fèw attempts have been carried out on these
lines in recent years.

Reference 36 (pp. 50-5 I ) suggests values of mean and
rms pressure coefhcients for low-rise buiJdings oi'medium
roof angle (22.5") fbr wind perpendicular to the side wall.
Two diffe¡ent roughnesses (power-law exponents of 0.13
and 0.20) and the effect of the nearby environment have
been considered. Peak pressure coefficients can be calcu-
lated by virtue of.the nrodels of pressure probability
density functions suggested in reference 81. The high
number of zones considered (14 for one wind direction),
however. make the application of such a model difficult in
practice.

Recommended wind load design coefÏicients for mobile
homes have been included in reference 26. Of particular
intelest is the fact that the effect of area load reduction
has been measured and considered in the derivation of
generalized standard wind loads.

References 44 and 45 suggest design peak pressure
coefficients based on dynamic velocity pressure at eave
height for high-set and single-storey houses, respectively.
Figure 15 presents the suggested local values which are to
be used for all wind directions. Data have been derived
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Figure l6 External pressure coefficients for maximum loads on cladding and secondary structural elements

pressure coeflicients have been modified to reflect refer
ence to the fastest mile velocity pressure at mean roof
height. All the details and the assumptions made fo¡ the
derivation of the codified model have been included in
reference 46.

10 1000

Figure,ló shows external peak pressure coefficients
associated with various tributary areas of structural interest.
Dffe¡ent values of pressure coefficients are suggested for
the various zones, as indicated. The end-bay ateas have a
minimum width of 2z or 20ft for buildings without frames.
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The small number of peak loading patterns appearing in
Figtre,l 7 reproduces all the critical design wind actions,
found experimentally for the primary structural system,
such as total uplift forces, horizontal thrusts and bending
moments at critical points. The pressure coefficients of
Figare 17 may or may not reproduce true deflections since
these were not monitored during the experiments. This
matter is being investigated.

The quality of the suggested model will be of course
determined in practice. However, at present, it appears of
significant interest to compare the model values with full-
scale experimental data. Two such studies have been
selected for this purpose. First, the work reported in
reference 27 shows the worst peak uplift coefficient
measured to coincide with the suggested value in the
model (Figtre /ó). The second comparison is with the
Aylesbury full-scale measurements.3l Only extreme instan-
taneous local roof and wall pressures based on 2 s peaks

have been considered. The results of this comparison have
been summarized in Figtre 18, rvhich shows the ratio of
the simplified model loads (without accounting for the
reduced probability of coincidence of maximum wind
speed in the worst direction for the building orientation)
to the Aylesbury experimental data. A satisfactory com-
parison here would constitute ratios whose smallest values
scatter around one. Considering. however, the uncertainties
associated with comparisons of extreme values of coef-
ficients and the scatter of the full-scale data, as previously
indicated (Figure 14),the comparison is generally
encouraglng.

A different set of cha¡ts of pressure coefficients for
suburban exposures appears to be attractivc for incorpora-
tion in a future standard, possibly as part of a voluntary
detailed procedure. Some preliminary work on the analysis
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These coefficients are only to be used in combination so as to
devolop appropriate loads for de:ign of primary structural 5y6tem.

Foundations: For design of foundations, but exclusive of
anchorages to frame, only lQo/o of effocrive load is to be considered
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Figure l8 Comparison of codif ied data and worst data from
Aylesbury measurements (after reference 31). (a), Worst wall local
suctions; (b), worst roof local suctions

of such data has shown that considerable reductions of
pressure loads may occur for rougher exposures but more
work is required. Also, some analysis of the reliability of
pressure coeffìcients suggested in the various models would
be extremely useful.

Recommendations for further work

The present paper has indicated the areas on which further
investigation of wind effects on low-rise buildings is neces-

sary. In summary. it would be interesting to study wind
pressures on buildings wilh variotrs geometrical configura-
tions. for instance curved roofs; the effect of architectural
features and various local protrusions, such as chimneys of
different shapes, and sizes placed in different roof loca-
tionst and the effect of local environment, for instance the
existence of hedges around houses, which may change the
wind load distribution dramatically.

The ter¡ain roughness has a significant influence on the
loading function. Under some circumstances, major nearby
structures induce additional loads on low-rise buildings.
Obviously, this is a complex multi-parameter problern and
a detailed study would be required to determine the transi-
tion from local roughness, introduced by one or two
obstacles surrounding the building, to general roughness
introduced by an extended urban envirorìment.

Thc qucstion of structural significancc of gusts with vcry
small duration (a small f¡action of one second full-scale)
may well be an area to be examined in the future. Although
for usual materials and construction techniques the response
of low-rise building members is not expected to be aft-ected
by such high-frequency gusts, there may be circumstances
under which the increase of magnitude of'these small
duration peaks may be significant.

I¿st. but not leasi, the general queslion of structural
reliability of pressure coefficients suggested in the vanous
codes and standards has to be studied in detail. The ques-
tion is closely associated with various aspects of experi-
mentation, such as scaling problems in modelling techniques.
Analytical work and full-scale measurements are required
to advance knowledge in this field.
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